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THE SAFETY AND RELIABILITY OF THE S AND A
MECHANISM DESIGNED FOR TFE NASA/LSPE PROGRAM
1.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUN[D
1.1 As part of the Apollo Manned Space Program, explosive charges
are to be used for studying the surface of the moon. This study, the
Lunar Seismic Profiling Experiment (LSPE), is an extension of a recent
seismic experiment, ALSEP*, conducted during Apollo XIV and Apollo XVI.
The LSPE program differs from the ALSEP experiments mainly in the metho(
of explosi 'e charge deployment.
1.2 The Naval Ordnance Laboratory (NOL) was requested by NASA to
develop the high explosive charges for the LSPE program.
1.3 As in the ALSEP program, a combination of HNS-II and Teflon
was to be incorporated into a thermally stable molded explosive charge.
In the previous ALSEP program, this HNS/Teflon molded charge was found
to be acceptable for lunar application.
1.3.1 As shown in Figure 1 the explosive charges developed
for the LSPE varied i.n size and weight. The series of charges con-
sisted of:
a. Cylinders of high explosive made with 1/8, 1/4, 1/2,
1, and 3 pounds of HNS-II/Teflon-7C molding powder, and
b. A block of 6 pounds of HNS-IITtflIon-7C molding powder,
1.3.2 The preparation and fabrication details of these
charges are reported in references (1), (2), and (3).
1.3.3 The explosive charges are to be assembled into the
housing of the LSPE hardware. Figure 2 depicts the LSPE hardware
used to house the l/4-pound and 6-pound H.E. charges. The actual
electronic package (not shown here) contains the safety and arming
(S&A) mechanisms. (For this illustration, the electronic package was
not available, and an aluminum block was used to simulate the package.)
1.4 As part of NOL's task, the ALSEP S&A device (Figure 3) was
to be assessed for safety and reliability using the Varicomp test
method". Unfortunately, during the safety and reliability test program,
this ALSEP S&A device did not meet the safety and reliability require-
ments established for the LSPE explosive package. Hence the S&A was
redesigned to incorporate an HNS-II lead into the explosive train
between the End Detonating Cartridge (EDC) and the top of the H.E.
charge. The new explosive train is shown in Figure 4.
VApollo Lunar Surface ExperimentsPackage.
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1.5 This design was further modified. First the gap between the
explosive lead and the top of the E.E. charge, originally 0.046 to
0.067 inch, was increased to 0.087 to 0.097 inch. In addition (at a
later date) the open slot in the baseplate was closed by attaching a
ý-mil mylar film to the rubber gasket located at the rear of the base-
plate (see Figure 5). This change was made to prevent any explosive
.ust and/or explosive fragments from getting into the electronic
)ackage (located above the baseplate) and causing possible malfunctions
)f the S&A device. The gap between the lead and the H.E. charge was
ilso increased to 0.137 inch maximum.
1.6 The majority of the safety and reliability tests conducted
;ere on the redesigned explosive train as depicted in Figure 4.
ýecause of the additional design changes (increased gap between the
.ead and H.E. charge and mylar film) a limited number of tests were
ýonducted at the explosive lead/H.E. charge interface of Figure 5
o substantiate the safety and reliability assessment already obtained.
1.7 In addition to covering the safety and reliability tests of
he S&A mechanism, this report also covers:
the development of the HNS-II Explosive Lead including
ensitivity and output of the HNS-II,
the results of the safety verification tests conducted on
.mulated LSPE explosive packages,
the sensitivity and output data for the LSPE high explosive
harges,
the vacuum thermal stability and compatibility of HNS/Teflon
Ith the various materials and adhesives used with it in the charge
ackages, and
the development of a specification for the HNS/Teflon-7C,
)0/l0).
.0 PROGRAM LOGISTICS
2.1 The LSPE package is being developed by Bendix Aerospaceýrporation (BXA) under contract to NASA. Bendix has the responsibility
*r the electronic package. NOL was contracted by NASA to develop and
bricate the htgh explosive charges required for the LSPE packages, to
velop and fabricate the explosive train for the LSPE package, and to
sess .he safety and reliability of the S&A mechanism including the
plosive train.
2.2 The overall LSPE program was divided into threa parts as
llows:
2.2.1 Phase I; Proto. During this phase, the Laboratory
s '.design, and test the prototype LSPE explosive charges (see
gure 2). The development program was to consist of subjecting the
PE explosive package to various environmental and surveillance tests.
2
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All necessary test procedures and specifications required were to be
developed in this phase. Also inclujded in this phase was the safety
and reliability of the S&A device.
2.2.2 Phase 11; Qualification. In Phase II the qualifica-
tion LSPE explosive packages (fin-lproto design)were to be fabricated
and subjected (in accordance with the procedures and specifications
developed in Phase 1) to the environmental and surveillance test
program.
2.2.3 Phase III; Flight. In Phase III the flight explosive
packages were to be fabricated and subjected to flight acceptance
vibration tests. The LSPE packages were to be delivered to Cape
Kennedy for use on Apollo XVII.
2.3 Throughout this program, Bendix was to supply NOL with
various hardware and assemblies for conducting the above environmental
and surveillance tests. Hence, reference to Bendix drawings and parts
will be made often.
3.0 SAFETY AND RELIABILITY TESTING OF THE ALSEP SAFETY AND ARMING
DEVICE
3.1 As part of the LSPE development program, the safety and re-
liability of the safety and arming device (Figure 3) used in the ALSEP
charges was to be determined using the Variccmp test method along with
other penalty type tests. The test program was devised to study the
detonation transfer probability at the interface between the EDC
detonator and the H.E. charge. The details of the EDC detonator are
shown in Figure 6.
3.2 Initial reliability test results using the Varicomp test
method (see Table A-l) and the explosive transfer tests using the
design explosive (see data from Table A-2 for Lot BYA Detonators only)
indicated that the detonation transfer at this interface was reliable.
The EDC's used in these tests were from two lots of detonators
identified as lot BUK and lot BYA.
3.3 During the testing, BUK and BYA EDC's were expended; flight
detonators, from a third lot, lot CNH, were substituted. Two transfer
failures occurred immediately (see Table A-2). Further reliability
tests were terminated with the CNH lot of flight detonators, and
additional tests were made to determine the type and cause of these
transfer failures. These tests are reported below.
3.3.1 The Varicomp tests were repeated using CNH type
detonators (see Table A-3). The CNH detonatur failed to initiate
the Varicomp pellet.
3.4 Therefore additional tests were run at reduced air gaps.
These tests (see Table A-4) showed that the design was unreliable
with the CNH detonator. The system is required to function across
a 0.374-inch air gap, but the CNH detonator failed to initiate the
main charge across a 0.200-inch gap.
3
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3.5 The effort was then turned toward the detonator properties,
Steel dent tests of the CNH detonator gave values of 22.5 and 23.5 mils
which is well above the acceptance requirements.
3.6 Product gas velocities at the end of a 0.374-inch air gap
were measured for two EDC detonators in order to compare their output.
The results are in Table A-5, In each test the products from the
detonator were driven across a 0.3125-inch diameter by 0,374-inch long
air gap. Velocity measurements were made as the gases crossed the last
0.100 inch of the distance, i.e. between 0.275 inch and 0.374 inch
from the end of the detonator. Since the gas velocity appeared constant
in this region, it corresponds to the impact velocity of the gases
against the explosive normally located at the end of the 0.374-inch gap.
3.7 The gas velocities for the CNH detonators average 20% lower
than the velocity observed for the BYA detonator. Experimental error
is estimated as ±2% or less for this measurement. The 20% difference
suggests substantial variation in detonator performance.
3.8 In view of the above,the ALSEP safety and arming devi.ce
could not be used in the LSPE explosive package. A redesign was
necessary.
4.0 REDESIGN OF THE SAFETY AND ARMING MECHANISM
4.1 The conventional way to assure reliable detonation between
the detonator and the H.E. charge is to employ an explosive lead in the
safe/arm slide. This would reduce, considerably, the 0.374-inch
maximum air gap between the EDC detonator and the explosive block.
4.2 Because of design constraints, the lead would be shorter than
a conventional lead, but would function in the same way. The NOL re-
design is shown as an exploded view in Figure 7. The new slide is
shown in the safe position with a slot milled into the baseplate to
allow movement of the extended lead housing as shown in Figure 7A.
The lead/lead housing/safe and arm slide configuration is shown in
Figure 7B. An enlargement of the lead and lead housing is depicted
in Figure 7C and reveals a lead staked into the lead housing (mechanical
upset of metal at the top periphery of the lead so that it can be
retained during vibration, drop, etc.). The lead is loaded with HNS-IIA
at 32 Kpsi. Figure 8 depicts the relative size of the lead, lead
housing assembly, and the EDC detonator.
4.3 The development data for the lead is given in Section 5.0.
5.0 DEVELOPMENT OF THE EXPLOSIVE LEAD AND LEAD HOUSING ASSEMBLY
5.1 Since the lead is shorter than a conventional lead, a study
was made of its output (depth of dent) vs its explosive column length.
As was expected (Figure 9) the output is dependent on the lead length
and the loading pressure. On the basis of dents, the new lead will
have significantly more output than the EDCs originally supplied.
,4
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5.2 Four lots of leads were fabricated to "prove-in" the
recommended design (Lot 1); to generate output data for lot acceptance
and the effects of high and low temperature on output (Lot 2); to prove
in the drawings, loading procedure, and specifications and to provide
leads for qualification and flight hardware (Lot 3); and to provide
leads for the prototype hardware (Lot 4). The output data for the
four lots of leads are given in Table 1.
5.3 The HNS-II explosive leads, as per PL-71-C-1386*(see Figure
10)6 were assembled into metal housings (Dwg 71-C-1387; see Figure 11)
to form the lead housing assemblies (PL-71-C-1396)7. The lead housing
assembly (Figure 12) is screwed into the central cavity of the safe/
arm slider.
6.0 SAFETY AND RELIABILITY TESTING OF THE REDESIGNED SAFETY AND
ARMING DEVICE (DESIGN NO. 2)
6.1 Because the failure to transfer detonation from the EDC
detonator to the HNS-II/Teflon-7C block brought about a redesign in
the LSPE safety and arming device, tests to determine the safety and
reliability aspects of the redesigned S&A were carried out. The
testing was conducted in accordance with the program outlined in
Table 2.
6.2 Normally, from any lot of EDC detonators. 50 (or less) are
available for test. Since more than 50 detonators were required for
the test program, more than one lot of detonators had to be supplied
to NOL. Hence, the test program was modified to include a study of
the lot to lot variations of the EDC on the safety and reliability of
the redesigned S&A device. Actually, two lots of EDC detonators were
supplied; Lot CNH and Lot CTN. The CTN detonators are to be used in
the flight hardware.
6.3 The safety and reliability tests were conducted in hardware
closely simulating actual design hardware. Minimum or maximum gaps
were used depending on whether a safety or a reliability test was
being conducted. Based on a design tolerance study made by Bendix,
the maximum/minimum gaps for each interface (Figure 4) are as follows:
a. Interface I: Bottom of EDC detonator to the top of the
HNS-II explosive lead--5 to 21 mils,
b. Interface II: Bottom of HNS-II explosive lead to the
top of the HNS-II/Teflon-7C (90/10) explosive charge--46 to 67 mils.(This gap was increased to 87 to 97 mils and later to 137 mils
maximum.)
6.4 To facilitate reporting of the safety and reliability test
data, the following table was drawn up and it relates the test with
a table of results and a figure showing the test arrangement:
*NOL Drawing Number.
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Test Table for Result and
Test Arrangement
Reliability Test Program
Design 3
Varicomp: Detonator-.to-lead 4
Varicomp: Lead-HE charge 5
Mis-alignment test 6
Gap test: Detonator-to-lead 7
Gap test: Lead-to-HNS/Teflon-
70 Block 8
Safety Test Program
Design 9
Varicomp 10
Mis-alignment 11
6.5 The Varicomp analysis was used to assess the safety and
reliability at these two interfaces and this analysis is given in
detail in Appendix B. From the tests conducted, the following are
concluded:
a. The probability of detonation transfer between the in-
line explosive components will exceed 0.9999 at 95% confidence.
(See Tables 3, 4, and 5, and Appendix B.)
b. The probability of detonation transfer to either the
HNS-II lead or the HNS-II/Teflon-7C explosive charge, when in the
out-of-line position, from accidental initiation of the EDC is small,
and will be less than 0.0001 at 95% confidence. The above are based
on the use of Varicomp explosives in place of the design explosive.
(See Tables 9, 10, and Appendix B.)
6.6 In addition, the test data also shows:
L. Detonation transfers were observed between the EDC
detonator and the HNS-II explosive lead when the safe/arm slider
assembly was misaligned from the in-line position by 0'1.25. Detona-
tion transfer failures resulted at a misaligned distance of 0"150 (See
Table 6).
2. Detonation transfers were observed between the EDC
detonator and the HNS-II explosive lead at gaps up to approximately
350 mils (See Table 7).
6
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3. Detonation transfers were observed between the HNS-II
explosive lead and the HNS-II/Teflon-7C (90/10) explosive charge for
gaps up to 421 mils (See Table 8).
4. Detonation transfers to either the HNS-XI explosive lead
or to the HNS-II/Teflon-7C (90/10) explosive charge did not occur when
the HNS-XI lead was in the out-of-line position or was 200 mils from
the full safe position (initial safe position* = 500 mils)(See Table
11).
5. In the safety tests condvcted, the explosive lead and
safe/arm slider assembly were tested in both the initial safe position
(#1) and the resafe position (#2) (See Figure 13).
6. There is no apparent difference in the safety or
reliability test results attained for either lot of EDC detonators
(Lot CNH or Lot CTN).
7.0 RESULTS OF S&A DEVICES TESTED UNDER REDUCED PRESSURE
7.1 NOL was requested by NASA/MSC to run additional functioning
tests on the redesigned S&A device at a simulated pressure environment
of less than 1 x 10-2 mm of Hg.
The arrangement used and the results are given in Table 12.
Air gaps at the two transfer interfaces were not measured and were
assumed to be comparable to those given in Table A-5.Two tests were
made with the pressure surrounding the explosive train at 5.5 x 10-1
and 6.0 x l0- mm of Hg respectively. The output dents in the steel
block were 1214 and 138 mils respectively indicating good detonation
of the HNS/Teflon-7C.
8.0 PRODUCT GAS VELOCITY TEST--LOT CTN DETONATOR
8.1 Product gas velocities were measured for two EDC detonators
from Lot CTN. The test setup used was identical to that used pre-
viously to test EDC detonators from Lot CNH and BYA,(See Section 3.6).
The results of all product gas velocity tests are given in Table 13.
The product gas velocities observed across the last 0.100 inch of a
nominal 0.375-inch air gap for the CTN detonators were approximately
3400 and 3175 meters/sec. These values are comparable to the product
gas velocity values for the Lot CNH detonators of approximately 3200
meters/sec. but less than the value of 3900 meters/sec. for the Lot
BYA detonator.
9.0 INTERFACE DIMENSION CHANGE
9.1 Originally the interface gap between the lead and the H.E.
block of HNS/Teflon-7C (90/10) was 46 to 67 mils. Bendix, to facilitate
assembly of the piece parts, requested that this gap be increased to
*For the various positions that the slider assumes see note on
Table 9 and Figure 13.
7
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87 to 97 mils. The tests conducted, and the safety and reliability
estimate given above are based on the ooiginal gap of 46 to 67 mils.
However, detonation transfer gap tests at this lead/H.E. block inter-
face (See Table 8) indicate successful trLnsfers for gaps of approxi-
mately 400 mils. Hence a gap increase of 30 mils could easily be
tolerated and further reliability testing was not deemed necessary.
10.0 RELIABILITY TESTING AT 200OF
10.1 Two detonation transfer tests were conducted at 200OF using
the NOL test hardware. Each unit was conditioned at this temperature
for a minimum of four hours inside an aluminum tube heated by nichrome
wire. The gap between the lead and the HNS-II/Teflon-7C pellet was
approximately 0.090 inch for each test*. Successful initiation of the
base charge resulted in both tests, and the resulting dents in steel
witness blocks were approximately 135 mils. These test shots are
summarized in Table 14.
11.0 REDESIGN OF BASEPLATE FOR EXPLOSIVE PACKAGE (LSPE)
11.1 During LSPE environmental testing it was discovered that
thermal cycling caused cracking of the explosive charges. Because it
was feared that the cracked charges might produce explosive dust nnd
small explosive fragments that could hinder the motion of the safe/arm
slider during arming, a redesign of the baseplate was proposed. This
new design (Figure 5) uses a 2-mil thick mylar film to separate and
seal off the explosive charge from the S&A. The mylar is attached to
the rubber gasket of the baseplate with RTV adhesive. Because the RTV
adhesive layer is about 0'030 thick, it was estimated that the redesign
could increase the gap between the lead and the explosive charge by as
much as 01.1040.
11.2 To prove-in the reliability of this redesign, it was pro-
posed that additiunal reliability tests be run between the lead and
the explosive charge as follows:
a. five Varicomp shots with an insensitive explosive
replacing the HNS-II/Teflon-7C,
b. five shots of the actual redesign.
11.3 It was also proposed that compatibility tests be conducted
between the HNS-II/Teflon-7C and the mylar; between the HNS-II/Teflon-
7C, the mylar, and the RTV; and between the HNS-II/Teflon-7C and the
RTV. (Results of these tests are summarized in Section 16.0.
11.4 The test configuration utilized hardware from both BXA and
NOL, and was assembled in accordance with the procedures received from
NASA, Houston.
Prior safety and reliability tests were conducted with interface
gaps of 0.047 to 0.067 inch between the lead and the base charge
ellet. This gap was increased to 0.087 to 0.097 inch by BXA
ngineering Change Notice 2348555.
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11.5 A total of 10 test shots were rade: five tests used the
Varicomp technique to assess the reliability; and five tests used the
design explosives. In all tests the air gap between the bottom of the
explosive lead and the top of the H.E. charge was between 0.136 and
0.144 inch. (The maximum air gap for this redesign was to be 0.137
inch.) The explosive lead fired through a nominal 2-mul mylar sheet
attached (with Dow Corning 140 RTV adhesive) to the rubber gasket
located at the rear of the baseplate. The redesigned baseplate test
arrangement is shown in Figure 5 while Table 15 summarizes the results
of these 10 tests.
11.6 Using the Varicomp data given above and the procedure of
Appendix B, the detonation transfer probability at this interface still
exceeds 99.99%, at 95% confidence.
12.0 SAFETY VERIFICATION TESTS ON MOCK-UP EXPLOSIVE CHARGES
12.1 As part of the overall test program, two safety verification
tests were to be conducted. The test configuration consisted of using
a Eendix baseplate/safe and arm slide/detonator housing assembly merged
with an NOL simulation of the H.E. charge housing assembly.
12.2 In these tests, the EDC detonator was fired into the
attenuation cavity of the safe/arm slide containing the lead housing
assembly. The slide was tested in the position #1 or initial safe
position (see Figure 13). For these tests a 1/8-pound charge and a
6-pound charge were used in the charge housing. Gaps between the
bottom of the lead to the top of the H.E. Block were set at approxi-
mately 01090. Pre-test photos of the explosive charge mick-ups are
shown in Figure 14. In post test examination the following were noted:
a. In both test shots the metal beneath the rubber-filled
cavity sheared and impacted the explosive charge located below the
attenuation cavity. This was an unintended result and is considered
a safety failure. (See Figure 15.)
b. The impact of the metal disc on the 6-pound charge
caused several cracks on the surface of the charge (See Figure 16).
c. The impact of the metal disc on the 1/8-pound charge
shattered the pellet into many smaller pieces (See Figure 17).
d. The HNS-II/Teflon-7C charges showed no signs of burning
due either to the impacting metal disc or to the detonator gases vent-
ing through this cavity.
12.3 As a result of these safety failures a number of the expended
test slides(supplied by Bendix)(see Figure 18) were re-examined for
stress patterns on the back side. None were evident. However, major
differences were found between the Bendix supplied safe/arm test slide
and the Bendix proto-slide and are:
a. Bendix test slide (BXA Dwg 2348307) has a 0.'025 corner
radius inside the cavity.
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b. The safe/arm slide drawing (BXA Dwg 2364705) has no
such radius called out, and measured values of the corner radius were
<0'.005.
c. The Bendix proto-slide supplied was not heat treated to
the specified drawing conditions.
12.4 As a result of these observations, several additional tests
were proposed:
Test 1 - The Bendix proto-slide in the NOL test arrangement.
Test 2 - The Bendix Qual/Flight (Lot #1) slide in the NOL
test arrangement. The Bendix Qual/Flight (Lot #1)
slide is heat treated, but still has a corner radius
of <0.005 radius.
The following resulted:
Test 1 - The metal below the cavity sheared.
Test 2 - In two test shots, the bottom of the Qual/Flight
slide showed the bulge typical of the bulge
observed on the Bendix test slide.
12.5 In discussion with NASA/Houston and Bendix, it was agreed
that the Qual/Flight slide (heat treated but with 0.'005 corner radius)
would be used in the proto-test hardware if the results of eight
additional tests with the Qual/Flight (Lot #1) slide showed no
detrimental effects after the safety tests. The new Qual/Flight
slide (Lot #2) was to be redesigned to have a nominal 01.040 corner
radius. Additional tests were to be run on the Qual/Flight (Lot #1)
slide:
a. four additional tests at ambient on the NOL hardware,
b. two tests at +200°F with the NOL test hardware,
c. two safety verification tests at ambient using the NOL
hardware in a mock-up with both a 6-pound and 1/8-pound charge.
12.6 Of the eight tests above only five were run, with the
following results:
a. In all four ambient safety tests the bottom of the
slide showed the characteristic bulge after detonator initiation
(See Figure 18). There were no visual signs of metal shearing.
b. In one safety test at 200OF the metal below the rubber-
filled cavity sheared out. All further planned tests were discontinued.
12.7 The failure of the Qual/Flight Slide Lot #1, (BXA No.
2348593 Rev. x 3) caused rejection of this lot of slides for use with
the proto hardware. It was decided that Qual/Flight Slide Lot #2
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(BXA No. 2348593 Rev. x 4) would be used with the proto hardware and
a third lot of safe/arm slides would be made for the qualification and
flight hardware.
12.8 The tests needed to verify the redesigned safe/arm slides
(0'.1040 corner radius and heat treated) were:
a. One safety test shot at +200 0 F with the Qual/Flight
slide (Lot #2) in the NOL test arrangement.
b. Two safety verification tests using Bendix supplied
baseplates, reworked detonator housings, and the Qual/Flight sliJps
(Lot #2) in conjunction with an NOL simulated base charge housing
containing a 1/8-pound and a 6-pound explosive charge.
c. Two safety verification tests using Bendix supplied
baseplates, detonator housings, and the Qual/Flight slides (Lot #3)
with an NOL simulated base charge housing containing the same two
explosive charges used in b above.
12.9 The results of this testing were:
The 2000F shot showed that the metal below the rubber-filled
cavity had again sheared. However, it was discovered that a Qual/Flight
slide Lot #1 (BXA No. 2348593 Rev. x 3) had been used erroneously.
Hence, safety data at the redesigned slide was not obtained.
12.10 In the safety verification tests with the lot 2 slide,
and the 1/8-lb charge, the bottom of the redesigned Qual/Flight slide
(BXA No. 2348593 Rev. x 4) had the characteristic bulge, and because
of the impact of the baseplate and slider assembly against the H.E.
pellet, the charge cracked in several places. There were, however, no
signs of hot gases or metal fragments from the detonator or slide
having impinged against the H.E. pellet (See Figure 19A).
With the 6-pound charge, the safe/arrm slide in the initial
safe position, and the gap between the lead and the H.E. at 0.090 inch
the bottom of the redesigned Qual/Flight slide showed the characteris-
tic bulge, but the impact of the baseplate and slide assembly did not
damage the surface of the H.E. charge (See Figure 19B).
12.21 The final two safety verification tests were conducted with
the Qual/Flight safe/arm slides (Lot #3)(BXA P.N. 2348593 Rev. D). The
test arrangement was similar to the safety verification test arrange-
ment reported previously in Sections 11.1 and 11.2, except, the final
design as depicted in Figure 5 was used.
The bottom of this safe/arm slide had the characteristic
bulge and the baseplate and the slide assembly impacted and cracked
the 1/8-pound H.E. charge pellet (see Figure 20A), but did not damage
the surface of the 6-pound H.E. charge (see Figure 20B).
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12.12 These two safety verification test shots concluded this
part of the LSPE test program. Even though the l/8-pound explosive
was cracked, the severity of the cracks was considerably less than
those observed initially (Section 12.2), and no safety problems were
anticipated. In addition, both the qualification safe/arm slide,
(Lot 2), and the Qual/Flight safe/arm slide (Lot 3), stayed intact.
12.13 A summary of all the safe/arm slide tests is given in
Table 16.
13.0 PROCUREMENT OF THE HNS-IIA EXPLOSIVE FOR LSPE EXPLOSIVE CHARGES
13.1 To fabricate the HNS-II/Teflon high explosive charges for
the LSPE packages, a 200-lb lot of HNS-IIA was purchased. The HNS was
to be tested by NOL to assure that it was in accordance with Specifica-
tion WS 5003E.8 A representative sample was taken from this lot(identified as X-756, ID 1479) and the specification tests were con-
ducted.
13.1.1 The melting point range, surface moisture, bulk
density, SSGT sensitivity, and -utput tests were satisfactorily met,
but the HNS failed to meet the 'acuum stability, water-soluble material,
and insoluble material tests. However, because of the stringent time
schedule for the overall program and the minor deviations in the tests
failed, this lot of HNS-II explosive was accepted with the concurrence
of NASA.
13.2 A second procurement of an additional 150 pounds of HNS-I1
was made. Again a representative sample (identified as ID 1543 of
Lot X-766) was taken and the specification tests conducted. This lot
passed all the tests except the bulk density test. The HNS was
rejected and returned to the manufacturer.
13.3 A third lot of HNS-II was obtained and tested. This lot
identified as X.-774, passed all the specification tests.
13.4 These data are summarized in Table 17.
14.0 PREPARATION OF THE HNS-II/TEFLON SAMPLES
14.1 The explosive charges for the ALSEP and LSPE program were
both made from a 90/10 mixture (by weight) of HNS-Il and Teflon.
However the type of Teflon powder used and the blending process
differed.
14.2 The preparation and processing for the LSPE explosive
charge material is described in references (1) and (2), but a brief
description is given below:
14.2.1 The HNS/Teflon molding powder used in the ALSEP
program was made by mixing aqueously dispersed Teflon 30 with HNS-II.
A precipitation with acetone followed the mixing procedure.
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14.2.2 For the LSPE explosive charges, the HNS/Teflon
molding powder was made by mechanically dry blending the appropriate
proportions of HNS-II with 35 micron Teflon-7C powder. This new
process not only simplified the manufacture of the mixture, but also
yielded a more homogeneous product.
14.3 During the development of this new procedure for IINS and
Teflon, two batches of HNS-II/Teflon-7C, were made. The first batch
was limited in size to approximately 10 pounds, and is identified as
ID 1462. The second batch of HNS-II/Teflon-7C molding powder was made
by dry blending the 200-pound sample of HNS-I (X-756) with 20 pounds
of Teflon-7C powder. The resulting HNS-II/Teflon-7C powder was
identified as X-757 and ID 1493.
14.4 Small scale gap tests and output tests were conducted
(See Section 15.0) on the above materials and compared with the
HNS-II/Teflon-30 used in the ALSEP program.
15.0 SENSITIVITY AND OUTPUT RESULTS FOR HNS-II AND HNS-II/TEFLON-7C
15.1 SSGT and the steel dent output tests were conducted on the
fo2lowing HNS-II and HNS/Teflon (90/10) explosive samples:
a. HNS-II
1. NOL Identification X-756 (ID 1479)
2. NOL Identification X-766 (ID 1543)
3. NOL Identification X-774 (ID 1557)
b. HNS-II/Teflon-7C (90/10)
1. NOL Identification -- (ID 1462)
2. NOL Identification X-757 (ID 1493)
15.2 The results of these tests are summarized in Tables 18
through 21.
15.2.1 The SSGT sensitivity and output test results obtained
for the lots of HNS-IIA are given in Table 18. The SSGT sensitivity
results of the three samples are comparable. The steel dent output for
these samples was a minimum of 50 mils.
15.2.2 HNS-II/Teflon-7C, (90/10), (ID 1462), Proto sample--
SSGT sensitivity and output test results were determined at 16K and 32
Xpsi loading pressure. Results are given in Table 19. Also included
in this table are SSGT sensitivity values for the HNS/Teflon-30 used
in the ALSEP program. The HNS/Teflon molding powder appears to be
slightly more sensitive than the ALSEP HNS/Teflon emulsion. However,
these sensitivity differences may be due to lot differences of the raw
materials rather than process differences.
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15.2.2 The outputs of the LSPE and ALSEP explosive3 were
measured and compared. Both samples gave dents In steel of approxi-
mately 50 mils.
15.2.4 The results for HNS-II/Teflon-7C (90/10)(X-757,
ID 1493) are given in Table 20. Additional tests were run at 32 Kpsi
to measure the scatter of the test results. The scatter observed for
both the SSGT sensitivity and output was extremely small.
15.2.5 HNS-II/Teflon-7C, (90/10), Machinings--sensitivity
and output test results were determined for a batch of HNS-II/Teflon-
7C, (90/10), (ID 1541). This material was made from blending the
HNS-II/Teflon-7C (X-757, ID 1493) machinings obtained from the
fabrication of the H.E. blocks. These machinings were given the
identification number of 1541. The results are also given in Table
20. The SSGT sensitivity and output are both slightly less than
obtained for the virgin HNS-II/Teflon-7C sample.
15.3 All the above data are summarized in Table 21.
16.0 VACUUM THERMAL STABILITY AND COMPATIBILITY TESTS
16.1 Vacuum thermal stability and compatibility tests were run
on the HNS/Teflon-7C (90/10) molding powder alone and with various
materials and adhesives with which it might make contact in the LSPE
arrangement.
16.2 The maximum temperature to which the LSPE explosive hard-
ware will be exposed is 90 0 C (194 0 F). Tests were conducted on samples
in accordance with the procedures specified in reference (9) and at
temperatures of 100 0 C and 1500C. Results of tests are given in
Table 22. They indicate that the materials are stable and compatible
(usually 2.0 cc of gas/gm/48 hours must be exceeded to indicate any
difficulty).
17.0 PREPARATION OF A SPECIFICATION FOR PROCUREMENT OF HNS-II/TEFLON-
7C (90/10)
17.1 Much of the data generated within was used to prepare zi
working specification document for procuring and testing lots of
HNS-II/Teflon-7C, (90/10). This document has been prepared and given
the designation NOLS 1015.10
18.0 CONCLUSIONS
18.1 A safe and reliable safety and arming mechanism has been
developed for the LSPE hardware.
18.1.1 The probabilities of detonation transfers between
the in-line explosives components were determined by the Varicomp test
method and exceeded 0.9999 at 95% confidence for the following inter-
faces:
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a. between the NASA-EDC and the HNS-II explosive lead,
b. between the HNS-II explosive lead and the HNS-II/
Teflon-?C charge.
18.1.2 When the explosive train is unarmed the probability
of detonation transfer to either the HNS-I or the HNS-II/Teflon-7C
explosive charge from the NASA/EDC is small, and is less than 0.000).
at 95% confidence.
18.2 The S&A mechanism was redesigned to incorporate an explosive
lead. This redesign greatly enhanced the reliability over that of the
ALSEP S&A. This lead is 07250 long and contains HNS-II explosive
pressed at 32,000 psi.
18.3 A specification has been prepared for the manufacture of
HNS-II/Teflon-7C (90/10; NOLS 1015).
15
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Table 1
STEEL DENT OUTPUT DATA FOR THE VARIOUS
LSPE EXPLOSIVE LEAD LOTS
Lot Number Average Standard CV Steel Dent (mils) Test
lumber Tested Dent (K) Deviation (%) Condition
(Inils) (mils) Minimum Maximum
1 10 30.5 1.11 3.64 28.4 31.6 Ambient
2 25 31.7 0.52 1.64 30.3 35.1 Ambient
10 34.1 0.86 2.52 32.6 35.1 +160 0 F
10 27.6 0.66 2.39 26.5 28.7 -65*F
3 20 31.5 0.58 1.84 30.3 32.4 Ambient
4 10 32.1 1.39 4.33 29.0 34.0 Ambient
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Table 2
LSPE EXPLOSIVE TRAIN REDESIGN - SAFETY
AND RELIABILITY TEST PROGRAM
Number 6f EDCDeto-
nators Required for
Number of EDC Deto- Test Program if EDC
Type of nators Required if Detonators Supplied
Test Detonators are to are from more than
_be from a Single Lot 1 Lot
Reliability Test Programn
De6si-g e-ig n H ardware) 10 5/7ot
Varicomp (Between deto-
nator and lead) 5 4/lot
Varicomp (Lead to HNS/
Teflon charge)
(PBXN-4 Pellet) 3/lot
Alignment (Vary alignment
of slide to
detonator) 6 3/lot
Gap Test (Vary gap between
detonator and
e-gad, and lead to
HE block) 4 ea. interface 3 ea. interface/lot
Fragment Velocity (Output
of detonator in
plastic sleeve. 2 2/lot
High speed
photography)
Temperature 2 1/lot
Misc. (Contingency) 10 5/lotSSalety Test Program
Design (Fire into safe/arm
slide in safe posi- 5 total 5/lot, total
tion and also resafe
position)
Varicomp 5 4/lot
Alignment 6 3/lot
Tewperature 2 l/lot
Misc. 5 3/lot
S&A Verification 2 1/lot
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TABLE 3
TEST ARRANGEMENT AND RELIABILITY TEST RESULTS, DESIGN EXPLOSIVE
LEAD NASA,/EDC
LEAD HOUSING HOUSING
GASKET
SLIDER (0'.'020 NOMINAL)BASE PLATE
"INTERFACE
/ ~ INTERFACE
GASKET EL
(0.020 NOMINAL) HNS-II/TEF - 7C
EX PLOS IVE o
PELLET
SPACER (P= 1.69 G/CC)
DENT BLOCK
(A) ARRANGEMENT USED FOR RELIABILITY TEST
TEST TYPE STEEL DENT
NUMBER DETONATOR INTERFACE GAPS (MILS) OUTPUT(MILS)
BOTTOM OF BOTTOM OF
LOT NO. LEAD TO DETONATOR
EXPL. PELLET TO LEAD
103 CNH 1448 66 20 141
104 CNH 1458 68 19 150
105 CNH 1460 65 19 140
106 CNH 1468 64 21 137
107 CNH 1475 65 20 140
116 CTN 1513 65 19 137
117 CTN 1514 66 18 137
118 CTN 1515 65 20 138
119 CTN 1516 69 20 137
120 CTN 1521 70 17 141
(B) RELIABILITY TEST RESULTS, DESIGN EXPLOSIVE
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TABLE 4
DETONATION TRANSFER TEST ARRANGEMENT AND RESULTS BETWEEN THE
DETONATOR AND THE VARICOMP LEAD
NASAi'EDC
LEAD HOUSING
(VARICOMP- TAPE
DATB AT 32KPSI)
LEAD HOUSING (0'010 NOMINAL)
SLIDER
DET LOCK 0
(A) DETONATOR TO LEAD VARICOMP TEST ARRANGEMENT
INTERcACE GAP
TEST DETONATOR (DETONATOR TO LEAD)( 1) STEEL DENT
NUMBER LOT -No (MILS) OUTPUT (MILS)
112 CNH 1477 16 26
113 CNH 1485 17 31
114 CNH 1486 21 32
115 CNH 1493 22 31
124 CTN 1522 15 32
125 CTN 1525 19 31
126 CTN 1526 18 31
127 CTN 1527 20 30
(1) LEAD CONTAINS DATB (X315) PRESSED AT 32,000 PSI
(B) VARICOMP TRAN'SFER TEST RESULTS
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TABLE 5
DETONATION TRANSFIR TEST ARRANGEMENT AND RESULTS BEIWEEN THE LEAD
AND THE VARICOMP PELLET
LEAD HOUSING LEADMK 70-0 DETONATOR
HOUSI NG
BASE PLATE SLIDER
INTERFACE
GAP
GASKET EXPLOSIVE
(01.020 NOMINAL) PELLET
(VARICOMP,
SPACER PBXN-4,at
...... .. __ _ 32,000 PSI)
DENT BLOCK
(A) LEAD TO EXPLOSIVE PELLET VARICOMP
TEST ARRANGEMENT
GAP DENSITY
SHOT BOTTOM OF LEAD ET STEEL DENT
NUMBER TO TOP HE PELLET (1) VARICOMP PELLET S L(MILS) (PBXN-4) ./CC (MILS)
108 58 1.63 120
109 64 1.60 113
110 65 1.64 119
111 65 1.64 127
121 63 1.62 123
122 66 1.61 130
123 67 1.59 111
NOTE (1) THE PELLET WAS MADE OF PBXN-4(X699) PRESSED AT 32,000 PSI
(P 2 1.66 G/CC)
(B) TRANSFER TEST RESULTS
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TABLE 7
DETONATOR TO LEAD GAP TEST ARRANGEMENT AND RESULTS
NASA/EDC
TAPEG
L EA DGA
LEAD HOUSING
SLIDER
DENT BLOCK
(A) ARRANGEMENT FOR DETONATOR TO LEAD GAP TEST
SHOT DETONATOR GAP BETWEEN OUTPU rNUMBER DETONATOR AND DENTLOT NO. LEAD (MILS) (MILS)
152 CNH 1380 150 TRANSFERRED, DENT - 23 MILS
153 CNH 1381 250 TRANSFERRED, DENT - 26 MILS
154 CNH 1386 350 TRANSFERRED, DENT - 29 MILS
155 CTN 1528 150 TRANSFERRED, DENT - 31 MILS
156 CTN 1536 250 TRANSFERRED, DENT - 23 MILS
157 CTN 1542 350 TRANSFERRED, DENT - 23 MILS
(B) GAP TEST RESULTS
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TABLE 8
LEAD TO ýXPLOSIVE PELLET GAP TEST ARRANGEMENT AND RESULTS
MK 70-0 DETONATOR
LA HOUSING
LEAD HOUSING/
SLIDER
I 
... 
o GAP
BASKEPLTE!"-
GASETIIHNS-II/TEF 
- 7C(0.020 NOMINAL) EXPLOSIVE
PELLETSPACER (P:= 169 G/CC)
DENT BLOCK
(A) ARRANGEMENT FOR LEAD TO EXPLOSIVE PELLET GAP TEST
GAP, BOTTOM THICKNESS TOTALSHOT OF LEAD TO SPACER TRANSFERNUMBER SPACER PLATE PLATE GAP RESULTS(MI LS) (MILS) (MILS)
164 50 125 175 TRANSFERRED, DENT - 151 MILS
165 41 250 291 TRANSFERRED, DENT - 140 MILS
166 37 375 412 TRANSFERRED, DENT - 137 MILS
167 53 125 178 TRANSFERRED, DENT - 137 MILS
168 43 250 n93 TRANSFERRED, DENT - 140 MILS
169 46 375 421 TRANSFERRED, DENT - 143 MILS
(B) GAP TEST RESULTS
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TABLE 9
SAFETY TEST ARRANGEMENT AND RESULTS; DESIGN EXPLOSIVE
LEAD HOUSING TEST NASA/EDC
SAFETY AND ARMING SLIDER
(BXA 2348307-1) INTERFACE
INTERFACE2 --
S....J EXPOSIVBASE PLATE
EPLOS IVE
P GASKET
HNS/TEF -7C
(P= 1.69 G/CC) SLOT (01020 NOMINAL)
__ _ _ _SPACER
(A) ARRANGEMENT USED FOR SAFETY TEST
TEST POSITIONNUMBER DETONATOR INTERFACE GAPS (MILS) OF REMARKS
LEAD*
TOP OF LEAD BOTTOM OF LEADLOT NO. TO DETONATOR TO EXPL. PELLET
128 CNH 1436 7 49 INITIAL SAFE FAILED SAFE
129 CNH 1443 10 54 INITIAL SAFE FAILED SAFE
130 CNH 1454 10 33 INITIAL SAFE FAILED SAFE
131 CNH 1459 11 49 RE-SAFE FAILED SAFE
132 CNH 1464 8 54 RE-SAFE FAILED SAFE
133 CTN 1529 9 51 INITIAL SAFE FAILED SAFE
134 CTN 1530 12 46 INITIAL SAFE FAILED SAFE
135 CTN 1531 7 43 INITIAL SAFE FAILED SAFE
136 CTN 1533 8 50 RE-SAFE FAILED SAFE
137 CTN 1534 8 45 RE-SAFE FAILED SAFE
NOTE THE SAFETY AND ARMING DEVICE IS DESIGNED SO THAT THE SLIDER CON-
TAINING THE LEAD AND LEAD HOUSING WILL GO FROM AN INITIAL SAFE OUT-OF-LINE
POSITION (POSITION #1) TO AN ARMED POSITION, AND AFTER A CERTAIN TIME SEQUENCE
TO A RE-SAFE OUT-OF-LINE POSITION (POSITION #2). THE AMOUNT OF LEAD COVERED BY
THE DETONATOR HOUSING DIFFERS IN THE SAFE AND RE-SAFE POSITION, THE LEAD IS AP-
PROXIMATELY 1/2 COVERED IN THE SAFE POSITION AND 1/3 COVERED IN THE RE-SAFE
POSITION. SEE FIG. 13
(B) SAFETY TEST RESULTS
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TABLE 10
SAFETY TEST ARRANGEMENT AND RESULTS USING VARICOMP EXPLOSIVE (PETN)
IN PLACE OF THE DESIGN EXPLOSIVE
LEAD HOUSING TEST NASA/EDC
SLIDER 
L (O
(BXA2348307-1) INTERFACE
I NTERFACE~
PELLET-(I) G S E
"SLOT (01.020 NOMINAL)
___"----''-"--_SPACER
(A) ARRANGEMENT USED FOR VARICOMP SAFETY TEST DENT BLOCK
TEST POSITION
NUMBER DETONATOR INTERFACE GAPS (MILS) OF REMARKSLEAD
LOT No. TOP OF LEAD BOTTOM OF LEAD (3)TO DETONATOR TO EXPL. PELLET
138 CNH 1467 9 50 INITIAL SAFE FAILED SAFE
139 CNH 1470 10 51 INITIAL SAFE FAILED SAFE
140 CNH 1478 6 46 INITIAL SAFE FAILED SAFE
141 CNH 1492 9 44 RE-SAFE FAILED SAFE
142 CTN 1535 10 49 INITIAL SAFE FAILED SAFE
143 CTN 1538 9 52 INITIAL SAFE FAILED SAFE
144 CTN 1540 8 54 INITIAL SAFE FAILED SAFE
145 CTN 154! 11 46 RE-SAFE FAILED SAFE
(1) THE DENSITY OF THE VARICOMP PELLET, PETN (AT 32,000 PSI) WAS APPROXIMATELY
1.67 G/CC
(2) THE DENSITY OF THE VARICOMP LEAD (PETN) (AT 8,000 PSI) WAS APPROXIMATELY
1.51 G/CC
(3) SEE FIG. 13
(B) VARICOMP SAFETY TEST RESULTS
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TABLE I 1
SAFETY TEST ARRANGEMENT AND RESULTS OF THE SLIDER MISALIGNED FROM
THE SAFE POSITION
MISALIGNMENT _ . _
""Nx,
LEAD HOUSING TEST\LEAD I ] HOUSING
SAFETY AND ARMING SLIDER
BXA-2348307-1 - FACE
INTERFACE
2 t
" J EXPL OSIVE BAS PLATE•
SPELLET- GASK• ,',•ETc
, , HNS/TEF -7C z•. ""'..
(P= 1.69 G/SLOT (0.020 NOMINAL)
_______________, _ I_ SPACER
DENT BLOCK
(A) ARRANGEMENT USED FOR RELIABILITY TEST - MISALIGNMENT
SHOT MISALIGNMENTNUBE DETONATOR GAPS (MILS) DISTANCE REMARKSNUM R "iX"
TOP OF BOTTOM OF (MILS)
LOT NO. LEAD TO LEAD TO (SEE NOTE 1)
DETONATOR EXPL, PELLET
147 CNH 1367 11 50 400 FAILED SAFE
148 CNH 1368 6 53 300 FAILED SAFE
149 CTN 1508 7 50 400 FAILED SAFE
150 CTN 1509 9 51 300 FAILED SAFE
.J .. . -
NOTE I WHEN THE LEAD IS IN THE INITIAL SAFE,
OR RE-SAFE POSITION, X IS 0'500 INCH.
(B) MukISALIGNMENT SAFETY TEST RESULTS
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TABLE 13
GAS VELOCITY TEST RESULTS FOR VARIOUS LOTS OF EDC DETONATORS
NASA/EDC
DETONATOR 0.374
------ 0. 100 ; DISTANCE OVER WHICH
LUC ITEVELOCITY OF FRAGMENTS
HOUSINGWAS MEASURED.
TES NMBR OT DETONATOR GAS VELOCITYTES NUBER LOT SERIAL NUMBER (METERS/SEC)
IBYA 635 3990
2 CNH 1452 3110
3 CNH 1489 3270
4 CTN 1547 3400
5 CTN 1549 3175
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Table 14
RESULTS OF RELIABILITY TESTING AT 200OF
Shot Gap
No. (Lead to H.E. Temperature Remarks
____ Surface)
181 88 mils 195OF--200OF Fired--Dent 137 (mils)
182 87 mils 195°F--200OF Fired--Dent 135 (mil-:)
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Table 15
RELIABILITY TEST RESULTS OF REDESIGNED BASEPLATE
Results
No. of Type Test Test Gap 1  Steel Dent (Ratio of
Shots Explosive (inches) Output Fires/No.
(mils) Tested)
5 Varicomp PBXN-4 0.139 2110 2/5
(32 Kpsi) to
0.1Y4
5 Design HNS-II/TEF-7C 0.136 E120 5/5
(32 Kpsi) to
0.1343
iThis gap is the gap between the bottom of the lead and the top of
the H.E. charge.
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B X A RESULTS
TYPE SLIDE DRAWING NO. DESCRIPTION (SUCCESSES TO NUMBER
TESTED)
TEST SLIDE NO. 231t 01'025 RADIUS, 18/18
HEAT TREATED
PROTO. SLIDE NO. 2348593 <01005 RADIUS, 0/2
ANNEALED
QUAL-4LIGHT NO. 2348593 <0.'O005 RADIUS, 6/6 AT AMBIENT 6/8
(LOT 1) REV x 3 HEAT TREATED 012 AT 2000 F.
QUAL-FLIGHT NO. 2348593 0'.1040 RADIUS, 2/2
(LOT 2) REV x 4 HEAT TREATED
QUAL-FLIGHT NO. 2348593 0-.'040 RADIUS, (2/2)
(LOT 3) REV x D HEAT TREATED
RUBBER FILLED ATTENUATION
CAV ITY
SCORNER RADIUS/
SAFE/ARM SLIDE
TABLE 16 SUMMARY OF SAFE/ARM SLIDE RESULTS
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TABLE 17
SPECIVICATION TEST RESULTS FOR HNS-II
Lot 1 Lot 2 Lot 3
(X756; ID 1479) (X766; ID 1543) (X774; ID 1557)
Melting Point Melting Point All Tests
Surface Moisture Surface Moisture
Passed Bulk Density SSGT Sensitivity Passed
SSGT Sensitivity Output
Output Vacuum Stability
Water-Soluble Matl
Insoluble Matl
Vacuum Stability Bulk Density None
Failed Water-soluble Matl
Insoluble Matl
Status Accepted Rejected Accepted
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Table 19
SENSITIVITY AND OUTPUT OF HNS/TEFLON-7C (90/10)
A. SSGT
ALSEP HNS/TEFLON (90/10) X-581 LSPE HNS/TEFLON-7C (90/10)
__......._ _ ___ .. . . . ... . .._ _ (ID 14 6 2) ....
Densit,(g/cc) Sensitivity(DBg) Density(g/cc) 5ensitivity(DBg)
Loading Std Dev Std Dev
Pressure Ave (S) Ave (g) Ave (s) Ave
Kpsi) -
4 1.427 0.0025 4.85 0.023
8 1.506 0.0047 5.07 0.029 -- -
16 1.618 0.0035 5.55 0.047 1.640 0.U019 5.13 0.002
32 1.700 0.0018 6.25 - 1.714 0.0023 6.05 0.056
32(1) - - - - 1.715 0.0036 6.10 0.018
64 1.756 0.0030 7.34 0.023 - - - -
1 see note Table 18.
_B._Output
Steel Dent Output (mils)
Loading Number ALSEP HNS/TEFLON LSPE HNS/TEFLON-7C
Pressure of tests (90/10) X-581 (90/10)
ID 1462
(Kpsi) _yve(X) (S) " s
4 5 43.4 2.23
8 5 44.1 1.86 - -
16 5 48.3 1.92 49.6 1.74
32 5 48.5 1.75 51.0 2.36
32(1) - - 48.16 1.96
64 5 50.2 2.09 - -
(1) These samples were conditioned at a temperature of 250°F for
25 hours cooled to ambient, and then tested.
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TABLE 20
SMALL SCALE GAP TEST (SSGT) DATA FOR HNS-II/TEFLON-7C (90/10), x 757
(90/10) NOL IDENTIFICATION
EXPLOSIVE HNS-II/ref-7C X NO. x757
TmD I.D. NO.1 1493
DENSITYSTEDETOPU
LOADING D )SENSITIVITY (DBG) (
PRESSURE (GM/CM.3) (MILS) REMARKS
(KPS$I) AVG. AVG. g N AVG. D I N
4 1.396 0.0062 4.50 - ) 20 43.1 1.53 4
8 1.502 0.0047 4.75 0.026 0.0178 20 43.9 1.61 3
16 1.625 0.0027 3.18 0.030 0.0234 20 46.4 1.11 5
32 1.703 0.0026 5.83 0.050 0.0330 20 49.7 2.15 5
32 1.704 0.0045 5.89 0.040 0.0316 20 49.6 2.04 5 West for0316 20 4reprducbiity_
Rebland (see
32 1. 700 0.0024 6.20 0.093 0.0520 20 47.7 2.13 5 Note(3)lD 1541
647 0.0024 7.01 0.040 0.0237 20 50.5 1.33 2
NOTE 1 STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE MEAN.
NOTE 2 AVERAGE DENT CORRECTED FOR BLOCK HARDNESS DIFFERENCES; SEE PROCEDURE OUTLINED
IN WS5003E.
NOTE 3 SAMPLE (ID 1541) MADE BY BLENDING MACHINGINGS FROM FABRICATION OF HE BLOCKS.
4 8 16 32 64
8.0
REBLEND MATERIAL 40
(ID 1541) 35
S7.0S30 '
25 -6.0
20
UUS5.0z
U" - 15 ;';
4.0
S1103. [ IlI I I I ! I I1
3 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 8090100
LOADING PRESSURE (KPSI)
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TABLE 21
COMPARISON OF THE SENSITIVITY AND OUTPUT RESULTS OF THE LSPE
HNS-II/TEFLON-TC (90/10) WITH THE ALSEP HNS-II/TEFLON-30 (90/10)
Consolidation ALSEP Expl. LSPE Expl. LSPE Expl.
Pressure(Kpsi) (X581) (ID 1462)1 (X757)
DENSITY (g/cc)
4 1.1427 1.396
8 1.506 1.502
16 1.618 1.64o 2..625
32 1.700 1.714 1.70o4(1.700)2
64 1.756 1.752
SSGT SENSITIVITY (DBg)
4 4.85 -4.50
8 5.07 - 4.75
16 5.55 5.13 5.18
32 6.25 6.05 5.83
(5.89)2
64 7.34 7.01
STEEL DENT OUTPUT (mils)
4 43.4 43.1
8 44.1 - 43.9
16 48.3 49.6 46.4
32 48.5 51.0 49.7
(47.7)2
64 50.2 50.5
1Pilot production lot.
2 Retested at 32K to get measure of variability.
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I. SPE
-1UNASSEMBLED HARDWARE A- SSEMBLE D CHARGEý
A COMPONENTS FOR THE 1/4-LB LSPE EXPLOSIVE CHARGE
LA~~~~SCL I IP ,ýLC) II AG
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SAFE/ARM SLIDE DETONATOR
BOTTOM OF
I ( DETONATOR TO
TOP OF LEAD
o,:o21
GAP,"X,
0.022 
0.033
BOTTOM OF /I GASKET
OF EXPLOSIVE
CHARGE LEADHOUSING
S.....H. E. CHARGE
DESIGN "X GAP" DIMENSION (MILS) (HNS/TEF-7C, (90/10))
NUMBER MIN. MAX. P=1.69 G/CC
#1 46 67
12 87 97
FIG. 4 SAFETY AND ARMING DEVICE DESIGNED
FOR LSPE EXPLOSIVE CHARGES
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_0-21J91 DIA.
C I EA .'250
ATTENUATION
CAVITY
B
LEAD SAFE/ARM SLIDE
HOUSING--
ALEAD
EDC DETONATOR
SAFE/ARM
_._ -SLIDE
BASE PLATE
A
LEAD
FIG. 7 RECOMMENDED REDESIGN OF S & A DEVICE
USING AN HNS-I EXPLOSIVE LEAD
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SEE NOTE 2.
o-0.191 0•235 REF
+.000
-. 002 0'.250 +. 005
-. 000-
NOTES:
1. INTERPRET DRAWING IN ACCORDANCE WITH MIL-D-1000.
2. HNS-IIA PER WS 5003. PRESSED IN TWO EQUAL INCRE-
MENTS AT 32,000 " 1000 PSI. INCREMENT WEIGHT TO BE
APPROX. 79 MILLIGRAMS. COLUMN LENGTH OF
EXPLOSIVE TO BE 01.'235+0'.'002. MOISTURE CONTENT AT
TIME OF LOADING SHALL NOT EXCEED 0.2%.
3. THE DISC AND CUP SHALL BE FREE FROM SPLITS, CRACKS
OR ANY OTHER DELETERIOUSI IMPERFECTIONS OF
MANUFACTURE. IT SHALL BE NEITHER PERFORATED
NOR BUCKLED AFTER THE ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS.
4. SLIGHT BULGE DESIRED BUT NOT TO EXCEED 3/4 OF
THICKNESS OF CRIMPED OVER CUP.
5. DISC TO RE FIRMLY HELD BY CRIMP.
6. THERE SHALL BE NO EXPLOSIVE VISIBLE ON THE OUTSIDE
OF THE EXPLOSIVE LEAD.
7. INSPECTION AND ACCEPTANCE OF THE LEAD SHALL BE
IN ACCORDANCE WITH SHEET 2 OF THIS DRAWING.
FIG. 10 LEAD, EXPLOSIVE LSPE ASSEMBLY
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0'o'315
STAINLESS STEEL TYPE 304 DIA.
I CHAMFER
.,~193 __ THREAD
DIA.--- 
3.36 UNS 
- 2A// 9A1e.010 DIA
I ~631
-.
' 71 07284
0"10 A 0O' 71 -4
I 0
0~01RMAXDIA.
-- 0':425 +0*005 -
DIA.
0.'02 0 01.1010
NOTES: R
TYP
1 . INTERPRET DRAWING IN
ACCORDANCE WITH
MIL-D-1000.
2. PASSIVATE PER QQ-P-35.
3. UNLESS OTHERWISE 0.290 01.'005
SPECIFIED: TYP
REMOVE BURRS AND
SHARP EDGES 0'.010 R
(OR CHAMFER) MAX
125 ALL OVER.
FIG. 11 LEAD HOUSING
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NOTES:
I. INTERPRET DRAWING IN ACCORDANCE WITH MIL-D-1000.
2. EXPLOSIVE LEAD TO BE INSERTED WITH DISC END AT
SURFACE A.
3. THE EXPLOSIVE LEAD SHALL BE STAKED SECURELY IN
PLACE USING STAKING TOOL DEPICTED IN
A DEAD LOAD OF 570 LBS t 25 LBS SHALL BE USED FOR
STAKING.
4. THE EXPLOSIVE LEAD, WHEN STAKED SHALL WITHSTAND A
FORCE OF 5 LBS ON THE BOTTOM SURFACE (SURFACE B).
THE DIAMETER OF THE PUSH OUT TEST TOOL SHOULD BE
0. 165 :000
5. IF ANY EXPLOSIVE IS VISIBLE AFTER STAKING THE LEAD
HOUSING ASSEMBLY SHALL BE REJECTED. I.E. PUNC-
TURING OF CUP OR DISC.
6. ALL STAKING HOLES SHALL BE ON THE LEAD HOUSING.
7. THE EXPLOSIVE LEAD SHALL BE FLUSH TO 0.008 BELOW
FLUSH WITH SURFACE A AFTER STAKING AND PUSH OUT
TEST OF NOTE 4.
8. THREAD TO BE 100%/c CHECKED AFTER STAKING BY PASSING
THROUGH DIE.
0723 REFTYP'SEE NOTES 3, 5 AND 6
3/8-16 UNS-2A
900 APPROX.-j"
FIG. 12 LEAD HOUSING ASSEMBLY
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NASA/EDC
LEAD
SAFETY AND
ARMING SLIDE
(POSITION #1 ;
SAFE POSITION) AT ENUATION CAVITY
BASE PLATE
GASKET
SAFETY AND
ARMING SLIDE
(POSITION NO. 2;
ARMED)
SAFETY AND
ARMING SLIDE
(POSITION # 3 ;
RESAFE POSITION) --
, '4 \ ', .... 2.E V '
FIG. 13' ARRANGEMENT SHOWING VARIOUS SLIDER POSITIONS
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EDC-DETONA TOR A EDHUIGASML
DETONATOR
CHAGEHOUIN
A. SIDE VIEW
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- - BASE PLATEI: _SI,/
A. LEAD IWO H AEPAEO H ,-BCAG
B. REAR V/IEWV OF THE BASE PLATE OF THE 6/ 8LB CHARGE
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A, EXPLOSIVE CHARGE (1/8-LB) AFTER SAFETY VERIFICATION TEST
B. ENLARGED VIEW OF 1/8-LB EXPLOSIVE CHARGE AFTER SAFETY VERIFICATION TEST
FIG. 17 INTERNAL VIEW OF 1/8-LB EXPLOSIVE CHARGE AFTER SAFETY
VERIFICATION TEST WITH INITIAL PROTO SAFE /ARM SLIDE
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-ia'
()BEFORE
PIDENTIFICATION
(b) AFTER - REAR OF SLIDE (c) AFTER -FRONT OF SLIDE
FIG. 18 TYPICAL SAFE~ARM SLIDES AFTER SAFETY TESTS
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()1/8-LB EXPLOSIVE CHARGE - AFTER TEST
IMPACT AREA
(b) 6-LB EXPLOSIVE CHARGE SURFACE -AFTER TEST
FIG. 19 INTERNAL VIEW OF EXPLOSIVE CHARGE SURFACES (1/8-LB AND 6-LB CHARGE)
AFTER SAFETY VERIFICATION TEST WITH QUAL/FLIGHT SAFE/ARM SLIDE
(LOT #2)
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IMPACT AREA MYLAR
(a) 1/8-LB EXPLOSIVE CHARGE AFTER TEST
IMPACTAREA MYLAr
WINDOCV
(b) 6-LB EXPLOSIVE CHARGE SURFACE AFTER TEST
FIG. 20 INTERNAL VIEW OF THE EXPLOSIVE CHARGE SURFACES (1/8-LB
AND 6-LB CHARGE) AFTER SAFETY VERIFICATION TEST WITH
FLIGHT SAFE/ARM SLIDE IN FINAL LSPE HARDWARE
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NASA/EDC
HOUSING
EXPLOSI VE
PELLET
PLASTIC RING 0. L O'.'374
DETONATOR ACCEPTOR GAP BETWEEN RATIO OF FIRES TO
LOT EXPLOSIVE DETONATOR & NUMBER TESTED
(G/CC) PELLET (INCH)
BYA PBXN-4 0.200 /1
OR P =1.60 TO
BUK 1.64 0.374 3/i
TATB 0.200 1/I
p-1 .71, TO _ _ _
1.76 0.374 0/1
TABLE A-1 TEST ARRANGEMENT AND VARICOMP TET kUSULLTS FOR THE
SAFETY AND ARMING MECHANISM (A DF.3SIGN) - DETONATOR
LOTS BUK AND 8YA
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APPENDIX B
B1.0 SAFETY AND RELIABILITY UNALYSIS OF THS REDESIGNED SAFETY AND
ARMING DEVICE
B3.1 The Varicomp test techniquelwas used to estimate the
probability of detonation transfer at the two explosive Interfaces
of the safety and arming device:
a. Between the NASA-EDC and the HNS-II explosive lead.
b. Between the HNS-II explosive lead and the HNS-II/
Teflon-7C explosive charge.
The Varicomp tests were conducted at the minimum/maximum, gaps (see
Figure 4) and with the slider armed or unarmed, depending on whether
reliability or safety tests were being conducted.
B1.2 In running Varicomp reliability tests the explosive in the
acceptor is replaced with an explosive of lesser but known shock sen-
sitivity. The reliability of the donor component to transfer detone.-
tion to the desensitized acceptor is then measured and the reliability
of the actual system is pred2.cted from this measured reliability and
the known sensitivities of the desensitized (Varicomp) explosive and
the design explosive. Safety is studied by zzubstltuting a more
sensitive explosive, for the design explosive of the acceptor components;
the firing being conducted in the unarmed position. The sensitivity
of each explosive, design or Varicomp, is measured by the SSGT 2 .
B1.3 The SSGT sensitivity of each explosive was letermined
using the Bruceton test plan' and the assumption that thQ logistic
distribution function4 describes the relationship between the stimulus
(strength of the shock impinging on the explosive) and the response
(probability of firing). The equation for the cumulative form of the
logistic distribution fur,.rtion is
X = logit p(x) = In I= --100-p(x) y
where p(x) is the probability of response (%) at a stimulus x; )i is
the value of tie stimulus at which 50% of the population will respond;
and y is inversely proportional to the slope of the cumulative dis-
tribution function describing the population rc-sponse. Since we do not
know the population parameters but only estimates of them, we will use
x the estimate of p; g, the estimate of '; and ox as the expected
value of the stimulus. The observed parameters, x and g, are deter-
mined by the SSGT experiment on the explosives. Lý2ause they are the
observed values they will, in the absence of other information, be the most
B-1
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likely or expected values for p and y. Using the symbols which denote
real life observations rather than population parameters, the pre-
ceding equation becomes
.t = 0oX-Xs0
g
which can be solved for ox to give
ox :q + x50.
B1.4 Three groups of detonation transfer studies were conducted
at the interfaces listed above in (BI.1) and are:
a. Between the NASA-EDC and the explosive lead which
Contained the Varicomp exPlosive (DATB at 32,000 psi). Tests were
conducted at the maximum interface gap (approximately 65 mils) and
with the safety and arming slider fully aligned.
b. Between the HNS-I1 explosive lead and the H.E. charge
using the Varicomp explosive PBXN-4 in lieu of the HNS-II/Teflon-7C
charge. Again, the tests were performed at the maximum interface gap.
c. Between the NASA-EDC and the explosive lead and between
the lead and the H.E. charge using the Varicomp explosive PETN in place
of the design explosives. Safety tests were conducted at the minimum
interface gap, (approximately 45 mils) and with the safety and arming
slider in the out-of-line position (slider was tested in both the
initial safe and resafe slider positions).
B1.5 The SSGT shock sensitivity of the design explosive for thie
lead (HNS-II L,, 32,000 psi) and the H.E. Block (HNS-II/Teflon-7C,
90/10) and the Varicomp explosives of DATB (at 32,000 psi), PBXN-4
(at 32,000 psi), and PETN (at both 8,000 and 32,000 psi) are given in
Tables B-1 to B-6 respectively for each explosive. The Varicomp
transfer test results are summarized in Table B-7. With this informa-
tion, one can estimate either by a graphical presentation (see Figures
B-1 and B-2) or by algebraic computation, the detonation transfer
probability at each interface for the explosive components. These
analyses are given below for each interface.
B2.0 DETONATION TRANSFER PROBABILITY BETWEEN THE NASA-EDC AND THE
HNS-II EXPLOSIVE LEAD
B2.1 In the reliability tests conducted between the NASA-EDC
and the HNS-II explosive lead, eight trials were made in which the
performance of the acceptor component (lead) was observed with the
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Varicomp explosive, DATB (at 32 000 psi) substituted for the design
explosive HNS-II (at 32,000 psiS. Eight successes in eight trials
were observed. Thus the observed response is 100%. From binomial
statistics5 , the single-sided lower limit of response (at 95%
confidence) associated with this observation is 68.8%. This corresponds
to 0.79 logits where £, in logits was computed from
B2.2 The stimulus, or explosive drive available (represented
on Figure 5-1 by line A) at this interface, associated with this
lower limit of the observed response using DATB in the simulated
design, is then 8.07 DBg. This number was computed using the logit
equation found in Table B-3. With the design explosive ENS-Il used
in the lead, and a shock stimulus of approximately 8.07 DBg available
at this interface, a detonation transfer probability well in excess
of 99.999% is predicted for this interface. This probability estimate
(represented by the intersection of line A and line B of Figure 3-1)
falls beyond the limits of this graph.
B2.3 The reliability can also be computed algebraically by
substituting the drive shock stimulus of 8.07 DBg into the logit
equation for the design explosive (HNS-II) in Table B-I
k ox-. 8070-5-322 2
g 0,0982
This large value of approximately 27,98 logits corresponds to a
reliability well in excess of 99.9999% and demonstrates the large
margin of reliability that exists between the components (EDC/Lead)
at this interface.
B2.4 For the determination of safety at this same interface,
a more sensitive explosive (PETN at 8,000 psi) was loaded into the
acceptor components. The analysis is given below:
a. Eight test shots were made at this interface. The
EDC detonator was initiated and the safe/arm slider was fully mis-
aligned (both safe positions, initial safe and resafe, were tested).
No burning of the acceptor component was observed in the eight tests.
b. The single-sided upper limit of response (95% confi-
dence) associated with 0/8 fires is 31.2%. This corresponds to -. 79
logi~s.
c. The maximum stimulus available (line C of Figure B-1)
at this interface based on the upper limit of response for PETN is
then 2.40 DBg. (The logit equation for PETN is given in Table B-5.)
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d. With the design explosive HNS-II used in the lead, and
a shock stimulus of approximately 2.40 DBg available at this interface,
a detonation transfer probability of less than 0.0001% is predicted
when the lead is misaligned from the NASA/EDC (represented by the
intersection of line C and line D, which falls beyond the limits of
this graph.
e. The detonation transfer probability for this system
is computed algebraically by substituting the shock stimulus of 2.40
DBg into the logit equation for HNS-II (Table B-1).
The resulting value of -29.75 logits corresponds to a detonation
transfer probability of much less than 0.0001% and demonstrates
the large safety margin that exists between the EDC and the lead in
the unarmed position.
B3.0 DETONATION TRANSFER PROBABILITY BETWEEN THE HNS-II EXPLOSIVE
LEAD AND THE H.E. CHARGE
B3.1 The same procedure was used to determine the reliability
and safety estimates at the interface between the HNS-II explosive
lead arid the H.E. charge. At this interface (for the reliability
study) seven transfer tests were made in which a PBXN-4 pellet
(32,000 psi) was substituted for the HNS/Teflon-7C (90/10) pellet
(32,000 psi). All seven trials were successful; thus the observed
response was 100%. The single-sided lower limit of response (95%
confidence) associated with this observation is 65.2% or 0.63 logits.
B3.2 The stimulus (see line A, Figure B-2) associated with the
.ower limit of response with PBXN-4 in the simulated design, is then
8.38 DBg (computed from logit equation on Table B-4). With the design
explosive HNS-II/Teflon-TC (90/10) as the H.E. charge material and a
shock stimulus of approximately 8.38 DBg available, a detonation
transfer probability well in excess of 99.9999% is predicted. The
graphical solution is the intersection of lines A and B in Figure B-2.
Algebraically, (substitution of the shock stimulus of 8.38 DBg in the
logit equation found in Table B-2 for the design explosive of HNS/
Teflon-7C (90/10)) the resulting logit value of 51.0 corresponds to a
predicted reliability of much greater than 99.9999%.
B3.3 For the safety study, eight tests were made in which a
PETN pellet (32K) was used in place of the design explosive. These
tests are part of the safety test arrangement of part c of paragraph
2.4. No transfer was observed in eight trials. This corresponds to
a single-sided upper limit of response (95% confidence) of 31.2% or
-0.79 logits. The maximum stimulus available (line C, Figure B-2)
based on the upper limit of response for PETN (32K) is then 3.48 DBg.
(Computed from the logit equation for PETN (32K); Table B-5.) The
detonation transfer probability for this system is less than 0.0001%
based on either the graphical solution (intersection of line C and line
D of Figure B-2) or algebraically (substitution of the measured shock
stimulus of 3.48 DBg into the logit equation (see Table B-2) for the
design explosive of HNS/Teflon-7C (90/10)) where the resulting value
of -47 logits was computed. This available drive corresponds to a
predicted detonation transfer much less than 0.0001% for this interface.
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Table B1 - Small Scale Gap Test of IUNS-II (x756)
Loaded at 32,000 Dsi
Response Sensitivity of WiS-It (DPg)
percent LoLits ,-p ecJte Lover Limit Upper Limit
_. . . ..._(95, confidence) (9510 confidence)
1 -4.60 4-.371 4.481
5 -2.94 5.033 4.774 --
50 0 5.322 5.238 5.4o6
5 +2,94 .611 -- 5.869
99 +4.60 5-773 -- 6.163
Z = 0.0982
Density = 1.628 g/cc
Loit Equation o - ox - 5.322
or
ox 0.0982 t, + 5.322
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Table B2 - ,Small Scale Gap Test of raIS-ll/Teflon-7C 90/10 (>:757)
Loaded at 32,000 psi
Response Sensitivity of S-.I/Teflon--C (1:2,)
Percent Logjts E)Tp~ected Lower Limait Upper Limit
_______ ____________(9 confideyc) (9j confidence)
1 -4.6o 5.6oi 5.433 --
5 -2.94 5.684 5.568 --
50 0 5.831 5.776 5.b86
95 +2.94 5.979 -- 6.095
99 +4.60 6.062 6.230
0.0502
Density = 1.703 g/cc
Logit Equation ox 3F x 5.831
or
ox 0.0502 ' + 5.331
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Table B3 - Sviall Scale Gap Test of DATB (x315)
Loaded at 32,000 poi
RersIonse L- cnsitivity of DATB (DBg)Fercc~rl6•' Loo-ts ,Expeete Lower Lilra Upprr .. Lm
cc-) (954confidence)
1 -4.6o 7.77.7 7.590 7.964
5 -2.94 7.866 7,739 7.993
50 0 8.023 7.971 8.075
95 +2.g9 8.1Ui 8.054 e-3o8
99 +4.60 3.269 8.081 8.457
= 0.0535
Density = 1.665 g/cc
Lo.-it Equation O- 3023
or
ox 0.0535 t + 8..02
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Table B4 - Srm.l 2c51e G:0 Tcst of pmL:(- 4 (x699)
Loaded at 32,000 isi
Sensitivity of p•n-4 (DBt.-)
' Percen t fLocc- Loera' Lirw it j Upper Limit(95j confidence) (95% confidence)
I -4.60 8.14o 7.990 3.290
5 -2.94 8.215 3.109 8.321
50 0 8.350 8.295 8.405
95 +2.94 8.4,35 8.380 8.590
99 +4.60 8.560 8.410 8'.710
co.o456
Density = 1.640 6/cc
LoLit Ecluation 2 X - x - 8.350
or
ox .0456 "-. + 8.350
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Table B5 -.- ,wall S~calc (Thj czt of'PT(31
TLoaded at 8,6000 psi
~c~a~ )fl~e ensitivity of PETN (flB9)
?cvci :)ct~-.0 TpecEo LO 't Uo~cr LInf.L
________ (9'~conf'idonco) _ cord'idconce)
2. ~2.,o45 1.650 .3.
0 0 2476 2335 -5`7
)5 -2;.9~4 2.-7r53 .4 96) 3.0ON29 +___ 2 .c)03r-5'2
Denoitir I.AL4o /
Locit Ec uationx - 24
ox 0-093 2.476
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Table B6 - Tialrcale o 'ci' Q = `~ x-121)
roadteCL at 3-2,000 ý-)i
Senzitivity of' PEMh (Dng)
Pemt L~t -,uected u'pwper LAt
1 -4.60o .3 2-7,1147
5 -2,943.51 3,511
50 0 3-553.4r)1 3.623
95 ±32.914 3.& 3.-592 4.052
9S) +4.60 3.977 3n.634 4.320
Derisitjr = 1.700 /c
LoZit T7cjuotion
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